
THE TASTING PANEL
This month’s box is a celebration of the brewing nation that made (and 

didn’t quite make) the World Cup!

Fuerst Wiacek A Quick One
Despite being one of the favourites to lift the trophy this summer, Germany is hardly 
known for its progressive brewing scene. This delicious New England style IPA is 
proof however that times are changing. Brewed with buckets of Citra & Mosaic and 
bolstered with oats and wheat, this is as good as anything you are going to be drinking 
from the East Coast.

Brasserie St. Germain Page24 Blanche
A perfect example of a country better known for its footballing prowess than its 
beer, France is often overlooked as simply a wine-drinking nation. There are however, 
a spattering of great breweries around the country producing great beer, like this 
superb white beer. Bright and citrusy with a real rounded body from the wheat, this 
is a delight.

Troubadour Run Through a Field of Wheat
The Belgian team are looking pretty strong this tournament, as are some of the new 
wave brewers at the moment with their special releases. Troubadour are a stalwart of 
the modern Belgian scene and they are clearly having fun with their new bucket list 
series of beers. This superb, zesty wheat IPA is making a (not so subtle) little pop at 
our PM and her formative naughty years.

Gipsy Hill Grom
Repping the home crowd, Gipsy Hill have been steadily releasing a stream of pretty 
incredible special releases over the past year and Grom is no exception. A thoroughly 
West Coast inspired session IPA, this is loaded with piney, resinous American C hops 
(Cascade, Centennial & Chinook) and buckets of citrus peel flavours. This is a real 
crushable beer, perfect for knocking back during a game.

Kona Gold Cliff IPA
OK, so this is the first of the nations that didn’t quite make the cut this year, but the 
USA have been a stalwart of international football for years (even if they do call it 
soccer). This is the latest Aloha series release, brewed with tropical pineapple for a 
huge hit of flavour. This is summer in a glass.



La Pirata Panoptic
Another fantastic European brewery taking inspiration from the American East Coast. 
La Pirata from Barcelona, Spain. This is a big, bold, hop-forward IPA brewed firmly in 
the New England style. Brewed with Mosaic, Yellow Sup and Citra cryo hops, this is 
as juicy as you like whilst maintaining a good underlying bitterness. 

Dugges Avenyn Ale
Swedish football has been getting better and better over the years and is always 
entertaining (thanks in no small part to Zlatan) as has the Swedish brewing scene (and 
I’m sure Zlatan would take credit for that too). Dugges have been at the forefront of 
the industry for years and that experience really shows when they make a a precise, 
super refreshing pale ale like this one.

Oedipus Swingers
Who would have though The Netherlands wouldn’t qualify? Certainly not us. This 
delicious gose is proud to be the first one brewed in Holland and is brewed to a 
traditional recipe, with a modern twist. This salted sour beer uses coriander seeds 
as is traditional, but then lime & grapefruit peel are added to bring this in a more 
refreshing direction.

Dry & Bitter Motherblood IPA
There are so many incredible breweries in Denmark we could focus on, but Dry 
& Bitter have always held a special place as the number one Scandinavian party 
brewery. This fun-loving philosophy translates to their beers as well, Motherblood is 
their big, peachy juicy IPA, a guaranteed crowd pleaser just like the D&B guys!

White Hag Ninth Wave Pale Ale
An international tournament just doesn’t quite feel right without a bit of home nation 
rivalry and with that in mind we figured we should feature our good friends at White 
Hag. This New England style pale ale is juicy, tropical and absolutely delicious. The 
perfect counterpoint to the Gipsy Hill above and the perfect way to enjoy the success 
of failures of your neighbouring nations.


